
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sensitivity 
   We have to find out what is our problem, where is the Kundalini
stopping. We can feel it within ourselves - if not within ourselves,
then on our fingers (791118); The cool breeze is all around us… and
we can feel it in our hands, if the Vishuddhi centre is alright
(821008); You can feel the Vibrations of others also. Their
problems can show on their vibrations - you can see. If you work on
a person's Vishuddhi which is in problem, then he will start to feel
the vibrations. You may also feel vibrations coming out of the top of
a person's head, but he may even so, still have problems (790416) 
   When the attention is absolutely 'one' with the Atman, with the
Spirit, then there is a manifestation of Vibrations… you start
getting the Cool Breeze in your hands (781002); If you start to
think, you will lose it (791203); Societies which are more 'natural',
have more sensitivity in Spirituality, than those in an artificially,
brainwashed or materialistic atmosphere (790530) 
   Now how will you know that these vibrations are telling you the
truth… it's very simple if you understand the common sense of
'relativity'… like… bring two mad people, absolutely certified as
mad… and two sane people… now you put your hands towards the
people who are mad… you will get horrible burning… maybe in the
whole hand… on the left hand side. You get maybe ten cases like
that. Now you ask the question… 'is there God'… and you start
getting Cool Breeze flowing into you… or… 'is this power… All
Pervading'… you start getting Cool Breeze flowing into you. That is
how you find out which is the truth (800721) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 
Tape References 
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins 
-821008 We don’t have to suffer, Bedford - see 821007(Video) Good  
-791118 Where… stand in SY/How get into Med'n, Dollis Hill see 791009.1 good 45 
781002 Knots in the 3 channels, Caxton Hall poor 90 
790416 Living work of God, Easter, Putney good 45 
790530 A Higher Life - A World of Bliss and Joy - Caxton Hall good 55 
791203 When You meet Me - Caxton Hall good 35 
800721 Auspiciousness - Caxton Hall good  
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